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FIXED TABLE WITH TOP THAT SLIDES  
a couple of inches to allow access to the Summits

SUMMIT TILT-TOP TABLES set on extendable 
casters to easily roll into place and away to 
allow an operable wall to be lowered

FIXED TABLEWHAT’S A SUMMIT?

HOW IT WORKS 
Other than staff, your office space can be your greatest operational 
expense. WallGoldfinger’s exclusive Summit bridge design allows 
you to quickly and conveniently make the most of your meeting space 
while maintaining the aesthetic your staff and clientele appreciate 
and expect.

Here’s how it works:

WallGoldfinger builds you two fixed tables of your choice of size, 
materials and base design (square or trapezoid bases). One of the 
fixed table’s tops is built to slide a couple inches. 

At the same time, WallGoldfinger builds you matching Summit tables. 
Summit tables have tops that tilt. In the tilted position, Summits have 
casters that easily extend to roll your tables. In the flat position, the 

SIMPLY PUT 

FOR TWO MEETING SPACES 

1) Unlock   
2) Slide over your fixed table top   
3) Roll your Summits away to use elsewhere or store  
4) Slide your top back   
5) Extend your operable wall

FOR ONE LARGE MEETING SPACE 

1) Slide over your fixed table top   
2) Roll your Summits into place   
3) Slide your top back   
4) Lock and level 

Anderloc’s are 
an exclusive 
WallGoldfinger 
design that 
allows you to 
quickly and 
easily lock your 
tables together. 
Align the Anderloc with threaded inserts on the 
underside of the table and twist knobs tight to 
secure tables together. Untwist to separate tables.

Summit tilt-top tables offer the ultimate in 
reconfigurability for conferences and more. 
Tabletops tilt to allow them to fit through doorways 
and in elevators, and tables are set on casters 
so they can easily roll to create a new table 
configuration or to be stored. When the tabletop 
is lowered, the casters automatically retract for 
stability. 

Most commonly made in a 60- by 60-inch size, 
Summits are can be made as large as 60 by 96 
inches. Tables nest for compact storage. 

Summits are constructed with beautiful materials, 
including veneer, plastic laminate, glass, 
lightweight stone and stone resin, and metal 
edging. The tables fully integrate power and 
data with full wire management within the table 
base. The table base design further provides 
exceptional leg room from all sides. 

casters automatically retract so the tables are firmly fixed on the floor.

For a meeting space with a room divider, or operable wall, place a 
fixed table on each side of the divider. For large meetings, keep the 
divider open and roll (bridge, if you will) the Summits between the 
fixed tables for a long boardroom table. 

For smaller meetings, remove the Summits. That sliding top on one 
of the fixed tables allows you to more easily access the Summits. Tilt 
them and roll them away. They can be used for additional meeting 
space or nested and stored. 

The Summit design also allows for a nearly seamless meeting 
surface. The Summits lock together with a screw mechanism 
requiring no tools called an Anderloc. And Summits also easily level 
with no tools required. 

AN ANDERLOC

T H E  S U M M I T  B R I D G E : an exclusive Wal lGoldf inger reconf igurable solut ion for  rooms with operable wal ls

LEARN MORE
Discover if the Summit bridge can work for 
your conference space:

WallGoldfinger Furniture 
168 North Main Street
PO Box 187
Northfield, VT 0563
T. 802.278.5800
sales@wallgoldfinger.com
www.wallgoldfinger.com

Your choice for  f ine corporate furni ture. WALLGOLDFINGER 

F U R N I T U R E a division of Mark 
Richey Woodworking
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